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Including photon exchange and photon form factor estimate:

(neglecting boxes and s-dependence of Z form factors)
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ℓ +∆q) ∆q = ∆q(1) +∆q(2)

∆q = ∆q(1)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

known

+ ∆q(2)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

unknown

∆q(2) is known (in SM) for leading Z pole term

∆q(2) = ±∆q(1) ×
g2

16π2nf , nf = 6+ 6Nc (maybe underestimate?)
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Example contributions to ∆q(1), ∆q(1):
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Note: ∆q(1) also gets contributions from box diagrams and the s-dependence of

Z vertex form factors (new: all included now)

Example contributions to ∆q(2), ∆q(2):
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Z-pole 2-loop flavor dependence:

Assume: all EW 2-loop corrections are a source theory uncertainties

Schemes: •• α′ : Use α,MW,MZ as inputs, perturb. exp. in α

•• α : Use α,Gµ,MZ as inputs, perturb. exp. in α

•• Gµ : Use Gµ,MW,MZ as inputs, perturb. exp. in Gµ

Scheme: α′ α Gµ

∆u(α2) [10−5] −1.74 −1.82 −1.45

∆d(α2) [10−5] −1.49 −1.67 −0.88

Inputs: MZ = 91.1876 GeV, MW = 80.385 GeV, MH = 125.7 GeV

mt = 173.5 GeV, ∆α = 0.059, αs = 0.1184, Gµ = 1.16638× 10−5 GeV−2
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Z-pole 2-loop flavor dependence:

Assume: all EW 2-loop corrections are a source theory uncertainties

Schemes: •• α′ : Use α,MW,MZ as inputs, perturb. exp. in α

•• α : Use α,Gµ,MZ as inputs, perturb. exp. in α

•• Gµ : Use Gµ,MW,MZ as inputs, perturb. exp. in Gµ

Scheme: α′ α Gµ

∆u(α2) [10−5] −1.74 −1.82 −1.37

∆d(α2) [10−5] −1.49 −1.67 −0.88

including non-factorizable EW×QCD corrections: Czarnecki, Kühn ’96

Harlander, Seidensticker,
Steinhauser ’97

∆u(α2+ααs)
[10−5] +1.46 +1.38 +1.52

∆d(α2+ααs)
[10−5] +2.33 +2.14 +2.46

Inputs: MZ = 91.1876 GeV, MW = 80.385 GeV, MH = 125.7 GeV

mt = 173.5 GeV, ∆α = 0.059, αs = 0.1184, Gµ = 1.16638× 10−5 GeV−2
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Combine ∆q(2) numbers with ∆q(2) estimate as sources of th. unc.

Impact of missing EW 2-loop contributions (including EW×QCD):

δA4/A4: [10−3]

mℓℓ [GeV] Scheme: α′ α Gµ

60 4.2 1.44 1.24

70 2.1 0.80 0.65

80 9.9 3.1 3.02

MZ−2 38.6 17.1 12.9

MZ−1 6.8 3.1 2.5

MZ 0.41 0.43 0.43

MZ+2 2.4 0.68 0.56

MZ+1 3.9 1.3 1.1

100 6.3 2.3 1.9

110 5.5 2.0 1.6

130 2.9 1.0 0.80

150 1.1 0.33 0.23

•• Dominated by photon form

factor unc. ∆q

•• New: Error estimate for A4

is larger than what I showed

before (due to including all

NLO contributions)

•• New: Schemes that use Gµ

have smaller corrections/

uncertainties
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New: only EW 2-loop corrections beyond ∆ρ are a source of th. unc.

Impact of missing EW 2-loop contributions (including EW×QCD):

δA4/A4: [10−3]

mℓℓ [GeV] Scheme: α′ α Gµ

60 3.0 1.8 1.76

70 1.5 0.89 0.89

80 7.1 4.3 4.25

MZ−2 27.6 19.2 17.2

MZ−1 5.0 3.3 3.2

MZ 0.42 0.43 0.43

MZ+2 1.6 0.92 0.89

MZ+1 2.7 1.6 1.6

100 4.5 2.7 2.7

110 3.9 2.4 2.3

130 2.0 1.2 1.2

150 0.75 0.38 0.37

•• Error estimate for α′

scheme reduced by ∼30%

•• Error estimate for other

schemes increased

(probably coincidence –

limitation of method)
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•• New: Dependence of form factors on s = mℓℓ and box contributions are

included, resulting in larger error estimate

•• New: Error estimate is not systematically reduced by including h.o. ∆ρ

corrections

•• Coherent treatment of O(ααs) for full process qq̄ → ℓ+ℓ− missing:

include in analysis, or use available results for error estimate?

[should be added in quadr. to O(α2) estimate]

•• Note: Evaluation carried out with GRIFFIN library Chen, Freitas ’22



GRIFFIN: A C++ library for EW radiative correction in fermion
scattering and decay processes 7/16

Motivation:

•• Exisiting tools (ZFITTER/DIZET, TOPAZ0, ...) developed for LEP era

contain many SM resuls, including QED radiation Bardin et al. ’99

Montagna et al. ’98

•• Difficult to expand and maintain

(Fortran77, not fully gauge-invariant framework, ...)

•• QED more effectively handled with MC generators

•• For future applications / colliders: need EW library that is ...

•• ... modular / object-oriented

•• ... based on formally gauge-invariant setup

•• ... can be extended to include BSM phsyics (also SMEFT), new pro-

cesses, etc.
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Framework for ff̄ → Z∗/γ∗ → f ′f̄ ′:

Laurent expansion about Z-pole + regular matrix element off-resonance

Mij = M
exp,s0
ij +Mnoexp

ij −M
exp,M2

Z
ij

տ avoid double countingտ ր
@NLO

,

M
exp,s0
ij =

Rij

s− s0
↑

@NNLO

+ Sij

↑
@NLO

+ (s− s0)S
′
ij + ... s0 ≡ M2

Z − iMZΓZ

Stuart ’91; Veltman ’94

QED contributions have been subtracted



Structure of the library 9/16



Implementation of higher-order corrections 10/16



Sample program 11/16



Sample program (2) 12/16



Sample program (3) 13/16



Sample program (output) 14/16



Comparison GRIFFIN 1.0 vs. DIZET 6.45 15/16



Comparison GRIFFIN 1.0 vs. DIZET 6.45 16/16

Ratios of differential cross-sections for e+e− → µ+µ− for different θ:

. O(10−3) agreement near Z-pole (∼NNLO precision)

%-level agreement away from Z pole (NLO prec., different implementations)

[Note: enhanced corrections when tree-level matrix element is small]


